
Year 1 
 

         Spring 4: Flowers and Pollination  
 
  
 
 
During this lesson students will learn about the important role 
flowers play in plant reproduction and survival. Through flower 
dissection, pollination games and related garden work, students 
learn that flowers create fruit and seeds through pollination!  
 
 
 
Not just a pretty plant part, flowers are the way plants reproduce 
and create seeds for the next generation. (As well as many tasty 
fruits that we get to eat!)  
 

 

Objectives 

Students will be able to:  

 Point out the different 
parts of flowers and the 
function of each 

 List at least two common 
garden pollinators 

 Describe how the 
anatomy of pollinators 
and flowers are made to 
match each other. 

 

NGSS Primary Standard: 

 
4LS1-1 Construct an 

argument that plants and 
animals have internal and 
external structures that 
function to support 
survival, growth, behavior 
and reproduction. 
 

NGSS Supporting 

Standards: 

 

2-LS2-2. Develop a simple 

model that mimics the 
function of an animal in 
dispersing seeds or 
pollinating plants. 
 

3LS1-1 Develop models to 

describe that organisms 
have unique and diverse 
life cycles but all have in 
common birth, growth, 
reproduction and death. 
 
3LS2-1 Construct an 

argument that some 
animals form groups that 
help members survive. 

 
Lesson Length 

45-60 minutes 
 

Vocabulary 

pollen, petal, pistil, stamen, 
ovary, pollinate 

 

Summary 

Background 



o The Outermost Whorl-  these are the SEPALS.  They are the 
modified leaves that cover the bud.  The sepals all together 
are called the calyx. 

o The Next Outer Whorl-  the PETALS.  These are the showy 
parts of the flower that attract the pollinators.  The petals 
altogether are called the corolla. 

o The Male Whorl-  is called the STAMEN (has the word “men” 
in it).  The stalk of the stamen is the filament and the top is the 
anther, which creates and holds the pollen. 

o The Inner Female Whorl-  is called the PISTIL, made up of 
the ovary (where the eggs are), the styles (the pollen tube that 
the pollen travels down to reach the eggs) and the stigma 
(where the pollen lands). 

 
Pollination is the transfer of pollen grains from the stamen of one 
flower to the stigma of the same or another flower. Anything that 
transfers pollen from one flower to another is called a pollinator. 
There are more than 100,000 pollinator species, including bees 
(20,000 species), moths, butterflies, bats, birds, beetles and flies. 
Even wind can be a pollinator- the oldest method- but it is less 
efficient than living pollinators since the grain of pollen must hit an 
exact spot on the flower for reproduction.   
 
Most plants are pollinated by organisms. Flowers and pollinators 
have co-evolved- plants exhibit certain traits to attract a certain 
pollinator and pollinators have adapted certain physical 
characteristics that allow them to gather and transport pollen as 
they seek out food (nectar and pollen).  (Examples: Daisies are not 
picky- many pollinators can distribute its pollen, however certain 
flowers are dependent on only one pollinator like the saguaro 
cactus, in the southwest United States, pollinated only by bats.) 
 
Plants may attract pollinators in a number of ways: color, unique 
designs (bull’s-eye, spiral), nectar, sweet smells, shapes, and/or 
construction (a landing pad for bees or tubular shape for 
hummingbirds). While plants receive the benefit of transferred 
pollen, pollinators receive food for themselves and their offspring.  
Nectar is a sugar-based substance that contains vitamins, amino 
acids, and other nutrients. Pollen is a source of protein. Some 
plants also produce fatty oils, resin, or wax for their helpers. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Materials  

 Variety of flowers- 
including one per 
student for dissections 
(brassica flowers can be 
eaten as they do the 
dissection) 

 Real or plastic fruits and 
veggies for introduction 

 Hand lenses 

 Diagram of flower parts 

 Pollinator cards  

 Needed materials for 
pollination games of 
your choice 

 
 

 
Preparation  

Collect flower specimens; 
decide which game or 
activity you’re going to do 
so you can gather supplies 
ahead of time.  
 

 

 

Garden Tasks  

o Plant flowers to attract 
pollinators 

 
o Depending on the time 

of season, plant 
appropriate crops 
including carrots, beans, 
onions, etc.  

 
o Make a salad of fresh 

greens with lots of edible 
flowers in it 

 
o Make a mason bee 

house (directions in the 
Garden Habitat lesson) 

 
o Remove weeds before 

they have a chance to 
go to seed 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Classroom Introduction 
To begin the lesson, you can choose to begin by reviewing all of the plant parts 
and their functions with students (found in Rotation 1, Fall Lesson 2). The main 
introduction aims at getting students to begin differentiating between fruits and 
vegetables to better understand the function of flowers, fruits and seeds. Inform 
students that they will be playing a game in the classroom about fruits and 
vegetables. Draw two columns on the board, one labeled Fruit, one labeled 
Vegetable. Explain to students that they will be pulling produce from a bag and 
discussing, then voting, as a class as to whether the item is a fruit or a vegetable 
(you can either bring in plastic food representations, or for added engagement, 
bring in a collection which may include more tricky items such as a cactus leaf or 
tomato). Call up a student volunteer to choose one item from your bag, let them 
pull it out and see if they can identify it by name. Let students share whether they 
think it is a fruit or a vegetable with one another by pair sharing. Now, tell 
students that they will be voting by a raise of hands. Tally votes on the board. 
Repeat 3-5 more times with new students and food items. Once you have made 
it through enough of the food samples, ask students to share “How do you know 
if it is a fruit or a vegetable?” Most students will be able to identify that fruits have 
seeds in them. Next, ask students to share a method of testing whether 
something is a fruit or a vegetable “you can cut it open and look for seeds!” If you 
used real food samples, cut them open one at a time to test and see if students 
hypotheses were correct or not. If you used plastic foods, move onto the question 
of “Why do fruits have seeds? What is the fruit’s function?”  
 
The main function of a fruit, is to protect seeds until they have completed 
maturation. Fruits can also help seeds to germinate at certain times or to be 
dispersed by moving through different animal’s digestive systems. But where do 
fruits come from, how are they made? Fruits are created through the process of 
pollination. Show students a diagram of a cross section of a flower (see picture 
above) and review the different flower parts. Now tell students that they will be 
spending the day in the garden focusing on pollinators, improving pollinator 
habitat and playing games to learn more about how flowers become pollinated to 
create fruits and seeds.  
 

Supporting Activities 
 
Flower Dissection  

1)  Give each student or pair of students a flower to carefully hold and examine. 
They will be trying to find all the parts of their flowers so they can figure out how 
flowers make seeds. You can hold up the flower diagram as you go through this, 
pointing to each part. If you’re using edible flowers for the dissection (brassicas 
are a good one for this), students can eat each part after learning about it. 
 

Procedure 



2)  Hold up a flower that is still in bud form. Point out the special leaves that 
cover and protect the bud. Ask the students to see if they can find these special 
leaves (sepals) on their flower. Have them point to the sepals. Let the students 
know that flowers are different and they may not each have all the parts you 
name. 
 
3)  Explain that when the bud opens into a flower we can see the petals. Have 
the students point to the petals on their flower. Ask what they think the petals do 
for a flower- attract pollinators. You can show some different flower shapes and 
discuss the types of pollinators that would be interested in them. 
 
4)  Flowers have a special powder called pollen. Have the students look to find 
the pollen on their flower. The pollen on some flowers is hard to see, so show the 
more visible examples around or use the hand lenses. Name the part with the 
pollen as the stamen. 
 
5)  Next have the students look for the pistil. At the bottom is the ovary. This is 
where seeds are made. Allow the students to carefully pluck off their flower’s 
petals to find these parts. Using the flower chart, show how the pollen needs to 
move from where it is on the stamen onto the top of the pistil.  Wonder aloud, 
"How can it get there?"  Allow the students to make some guesses. 
 
6) Use the student guesses to explain how flowers attract insects (and 
sometimes bats, birds, etc.)  to them, or ask why they think the petals of flowers 
are so nicely colored?  Why do flowers often smell so nice?  Why do flowers 
have sweet nectar in the center?  Explain that the flowers need to attract 
pollinators so that when the pollinator is moving around in the flower they will 
accidentally rub some of the pollen on the right place. The pollen then goes down 
the pistil’s tube to where the seeds will grow. Emphasize the amazement of 
plants using insects to do work for them. 
 
 
Improving Pollinator Habitat  

During the garden group, you can begin by having students taste any edible 
flowers which may be growing in the garden (this may include pansies, borage, 
calendula or any brassica flowers). Recall the habitat lesson with students, what 
do flowers provide for pollinators? Food. By planting more flowers within our 
garden, we can provide a better food source for the important pollinators who 
help our fruits to grow in our garden. Have students seed or transplant pollinator 
flowers such as sunflowers, calendula, borage, cosmos and bachelor button. You 
can also have students search the garden for examples of flowers where the 
ovary is already enlarged from pollination.  
 
 
 
 



Insect Pollination Game 

Divide the group into teams and arrange them in lines at one end of the playing 
field.  At the other end of the space two tubs are placed on the ground, one with 
powdered cinnamon and one with flour (any colors/spices may be used). 
 
The first member of both teams will run to one first tub carrying a cotton ball and 
collecting some pollen (demonstrate to students that pollinators do not “scoop” 
pollen, but that it gets stuck to them- have students “poke” the powder). This 
team member returns to their team and deposits the pollen in a collecting dish. 
Now, the same student repeats this but runs to the second tub of different 
colored pollen and brings it back to the “hive.” They then pass the cotton ball off 
and the remaining team members take turns until they have all completed the 
activity. 
 
Students will try to “win” by collecting the most pollen. You can discuss certain 
adaptive techniques to collecting lots of pollen. You can also show the cross-
pollination takes place (the mixing of the brown and white pollen). 
 
Once students have finished playing the game, give each of them a Q-tip to 
become pollinators within the garden; going from plant to plant moving pollen 
between flowers.  
 

 
Wrap-up 

Finish the lesson by bringing the group back together. Ask students to share in 
pairs the importance of flowers. They provide a food source for important 
pollinators, become fruit and seeds and ensure species survival through 
reproduction.  
 
 
 
 
 

To simplify  
Replace the fruit vs. vegetable intro with the Plant Part Pageant found in Rotation 
1, Fall Lesson 2. Instead of doing the flower dissection, you can just talk about 
flowers, look at them quickly in not as much depth, and then play some of the 
games in the extensions. 
 

To add complexity  
 
Pollinator Survey 

A great activity for this lesson is to have students conduct a pollinator survey 
count around their garden or school. Students will create a sheet with different 
types of pollinators and the different flowers which are blooming at the time. 
Have students work in pairs to “stake out” different flower types and record 

Adaptations 



pollinators they see visiting them, including type and number. Students can then 
gather their information together as a whole class to assess the diversity of 
pollinators and pollinator food around their garden. Then they can make a plan to 
increase pollinator count based on what they have learned during garden class. 
This activity can become a larger class project or PBL unit depending on time 
and the classroom teacher.  

 
Flower Diagram 

Have students sketch, diagram and label the parts of a flower as they move 
through the flower dissection group.   
 
 
Flower Parts Song 

After students have had a chance to dissect their flowers, review the flower parts 
with this song/dance. Every time you say/sing “whorl”, everyone spins around. 
Hand motions for each line are below. 
 
The outside whorl of the flower- are the sepals! (hands closed together) 
The next whorl of the flower- are the petals!      (forearms together with hands spread out) 
The male whorl of the flower- are the stamen!   (hands together, a few fingers sticking up) 
The female whorl of the flower- is the pistil!     (one hand in a fist with the pointer finger pointed up) 
Those are the whorls of the flower! 
 
 
The sepals of the flower- protects it!       (hands closed together) 
The petals of the flower- attract the pollinators! (forearms together with hands spread out) 
The stamen of the flower- have the pollen!      (hands together, a few fingers pointing up) 
The pistil of the flower- has the baby seeds!    (one hand in a fist with the pointer finger pointed up) 

 
 

Pollination Games 
 

Wind Pollination Game 

Give one student a sifting sieve/flour shaker. This student stands a short distance 
away from the other students. The remaining students are given flowers with 
sticky taped centers (to collect “pollen”). The student with the sifting sieve shakes 
it vigorously which sends flour through the air. The others cannot move from their 
position but can wave their flower around to catch the “pollen.” Observe how 
difficult it is for pollen to transfer this way and discuss potential problems with 
wind pollination.  
 
 

Become Pollinators 

Have students become pollinators by giving them each a Q-tip. Allow them to 
move around the garden and transfer pollen from one flower to another, 
specifically from anther to stigma. This is a great game for younger students.  

 



Rainy Day  
 

Pollinators and their Flowers  

Talk about the relationship between pollinators and flowers, what they get from 
each other and how they’ve slowly, over time, formed to be able to use or attract 
each other. Certain pollinators are attracted to certain types of flowers. Some like 
certain smells, others like a particular color or shape to the flower. Show some 
example flowers if you have them so students can see the different shapes and 
smells of flowers.  
 
Pass out the game cards. Some students will be flowers and some will be 
pollinators. Have the students read the back of their card to learn about their 
flower or pollinator. Then when you say go they will try to find their match. If any 
students are left out at the end, let them join with another pair until all the 
pollinators have found a flower and all the flowers have a pollinator.  
 
After the game they can go around the garden in groups looking at flowers and 
deciding which pollinator the flowers growing there would attract based on the 
game. 
 
 
The Bee Dance  

Bees are amazing pollinators. They are also, contrary to popular belief, very 
gentle when they’re out searching for pollen to collect because they’re focused 
on their work. When a bee stings you it dies, something it doesn’t want to do.  
 
Honeybees in particular are amazing creatures. When a worker bee finds a good 
bunch of flowers she will go back to the hive and do a dance to let the other bees 
know where the flowers are. There are two dances. One is the round dance. The 
bee moves in circles, alternating left to right. This indicates that the food source 
is close. The faster she turns the better the food source. If the food source is 
farther away she will do the waggle dance, moving in a figure eight pattern. The 
direction she faces when going down the long middle section shows which 
direction the flowers are. The more the bee buzzes during the middle part, the 
farther away the flowers are.  
 
In the game one person is the worker bee searching for flowers. Everyone else 
turns their back and closes their eyes as the worker bee goes out in the garden 
and picks a flower or group of flowers that it’s going to tell the rest of the group 
about. (If there aren’t many flowers in the garden or you’re inside you can put out 
some fake flowers or drawings of flowers.) When they’re ready the bee comes 
back to the “hive” and does their dance, showing where the flowers were. 
Everyone else tries to guess which flower they picked based on the dance they 
do. Make sure that you do a couple practice dances with the whole group before 
you send someone out to choose a flower. 
 



You can add onto this game by giving all the students Q-tips and having them go 
pollinate the chosen flowers.  
 

 

Flower Drawings  

If you were a flower, what would your flower look like?  Have students draw their 
flower.  Extension: how might it be adapted to human pollination? 
 

 

Blindfolded Flower Scent Test  

Collect different flowers with different scents. Invite blindfolded students to smell 
the flowers. If you were a pollinator, which flower would you visit? 
 
 

Build a Flower and Insect  

Have participants make an insect by bending pipe cleaners into an insect shape 
(should be small enough to fit into the bottom of a paper cup). The students will 
then make a flower:  
 

o Poke a hole in the bottom of a cup. 
o Wrap tape, sticky side out, around a pipe cleaner (to function as the pistil) and 

stick it through the cup.  Tape pipe cleaner to the bottom of the cup. 
o Sprinkle a teaspoon of powder (chalk, jello) into the bottom of the cup (to function 

as pollen on from the anther). 
 
Have students fly their insects inside and out of flower cups.  Have the insects 
touch the pollen and transfer it to the stigma (should hopefully happen 
accidentally). 
 
What happened to the pipe cleaners (pistil/insect)? Why are there different 
colors, what does this mean? How does this relate to real flowers? (Inside the 
flower is a pistil that is sticky like the tape. The pollen sticks to the pistil and is 
used to fertilize the ovaries in the flower.) 

 

 
 


